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Key Takeaways

Introduction
• Accurate data completeness is essential for quality care
improvement and research on de-identified patient
records.
• Much clinical information remains in unstructured notes or
documents and requires methods such as natural
language processing (NLP) and curation to process as
structured data.
• CancerLinQ is a big data and health information
technology platform from the American Society of Clinical
Oncology (ASCO) to collect systematically analyze RWE1
with over 90 active sites and data from 12 source
electronic health record (EHR) systems.
• The objectives of this study were:
– To develop clinical criteria for lung cancer cohorts for NLP
model development and subsequent curation review
– To evaluate performance of NLP models employed on a
subset of CancerLinQ lung cancer data
– To evaluate the success of cohort identification using NLPderived outputs from unstructured clinical content through
manual curation review and validation

Objective 1: to develop clinical criteria for lung cancer
NLP studies
• A subset of nearly 60,000 lung cancer cases from
CancerLinQ containing unstructured content were sent to
Tempus and ConcertAI for NLP model development.
• AstraZeneca developed six clinical cohorts of research
interest around a range of variables including: EGFR status,
cancer stage, histology, radiation therapy, surgical resection
and oral medications, which are often incomplete.2
• Cohorts of interest were based on clinical criteria and data
likely to reside in unstructured notes (Table 1).
• Figure 1 highlights the workflow for NLP model
development and validation of predictions through curation.

Accurate data completeness is essential for quality care improvement and research
studies on de-identified patient records.
NLP models had high precision and recall values for clinical criteria such as EGFR
status, stage, histology, radiation, surgical resection and oral medications in lung cancer.
NLP-optimized approaches can significantly improve data completeness and cohort
identification over native EHR or curated data alone.
Contact Email: jacob.koskimaki@cancerlinq.org
Table 1: Clinical criteria defining variables of interest for
six lung cancer cohorts. Cohorts focused on NSCLC and
SCLC, EGFR status, squamous and non-squamous histology,
surgical resection, radiation and oral medications of interest.
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Figure 2: Analytic workflow for NLP processing shown for EGFR biomarker identification (model B1-L). The model
employs a combination of subtasks and methods including document processing, elastic search queries, rule-based filtering,
probabilistic classification and patient-level gene classification.

NSCLC, non-squamous, stage I, II, III, EGFR wild
type/unknown, complete resection
NSCLC, stage III, unresected, curative radiation to the
chest total dose ≥ 50 Gy, received Imfinzi
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NSCLC, stage III, unresected, curative radiation to the
chest total dose ≥ 50 Gy, did not receive Imfinzi
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SCLC, received Imfinzi

Positive, n (%)

2,368 (4.3%)

Total (N=542)

Not positive, n (%)

22,843 (41.7%)

No EGFR results, n (%)

29,511 (53.9%)

Table 4: Rate of NLP Cohort Predictions Successfully Validated
by Curators.
Number of
cases available
from NLPassisted
identification
methods

Number of
cases sent to
Tempus and
ConcertAI for
curation**

Number of cases
returned to
CancerLinQ with
curated content

Percent of
successfullycurated cases

1a

408

408

341

83.6%

1b

4313

1500

1285

85.7%

2a

852

620

466

75.2%

2b

3050

750

724

96.5%
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559

500

402

80.4%

4

971

812

647

79.7%

10153

4590

3865

84.2%

**Cases sent for additional curation were selected in part for
minimum target cohort numbers

NSCLC, received Tagrisso as first-line treatment

Table 2: Description of NLP models, tasks performed, output, precision, recall and F1 statistics. Models
were trained on previously-curated data and generally had acceptable values across domains.
Model ID
T1-L

Model Output
Diagnosis

T2-B

Metastatic Sites

H1-L

Histology

B1-L

EGFR

S1-L

Stage

Tempus and Concert
deliver NLP-derived data

Selected cases are
validated, curated and
sent to AstraZeneca for
further analysis

Total (N=54,722)

NSCLC, stage I, II, III, EGFR+, complete resection

PL-1

NLP case
predictions are
selected for further
curation review

EGFR Result

Total

4

Figure 1: Process for NLP model development and
curation review using CancerLinQ data. Cases were sent
to Tempus and ConcertAI for NLP model development.
CancerLinQ determined which cases qualify for cohorts of
interest, which were independently validated by curators.

Table 3: NLP-Predicted values for EGFR Status across the
Total Lung Cancer Patient Cohort. EGFR status was
predicted by NLP on all available data.

Cohort

Cohort Cohort Description
1a
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P2-L

M1-L

Modality

Surgery

Variable
NSCLC

Precision
1

Recall
1

F1
1

SCLC

1

0.98

0.99

No
Yes
Non-squamous
Squamous
Not positive

0.98
0.84
0.98
0.82
0.95

0.94
0.94
0.95
0.92
0.98

0.96
0.89
0.96
0.87
0.96

EGFR positive

0.88

0.8

0.84

Stage group I
Stage group II
Stage group III
Stage group IV
Radiation No

0.93
0.91
0.94
0.88
0.89

0.91
0.8
0.92
0.95
0.84

0.92
0.85
0.93
0.91
0.86

Radiation Yes

0.95

0.97

0.96

Surgery No

0.96

0.93

0.94

Surgery Yes

0.9

0.94

0.92

Imfinzi

0.87

0.85

0.86

Medication
Tagrisso

0.93

0.93

0.93

Objective 2: to evaluate performance of NLP models on
CancerLinQ data
• NLP models were developed by Tempus and ConcertAI to
predict key clinical variables across domains.
• Figure 2 illustrates the analytic workflow for processing
documents and returning NLP-derived content for a key
biomarker, EGFR status.
• Additional models were developed similarly to EGFR status.
• Models generally had acceptable precision and recall values
based on training data and comparisons to previously curated
results (precision from 0.88 to 1 and recall from 0.8 to 1 across
models and domains) (Table 2).
• Once fully developed and validated, NLP models were applied
to the full production set of nearly 60,000 lung cancer patients.

Objective 3: to evaluate success of cohort identification
using NLP-derived outputs through curation
• The percentage of successfully-curated cases was determined
per cohort by dividing the number of curated cases by the
number of cases sent for curation and predicted by NLP.
• Nearly half of all lung cancer cases were identified as positive
(4.3%) or not positive (41.7%). The remainder did not have
EGFR results (53.9%) (Table 3).
• Table 4 shows the number of NLP predictions by cohort, the
number sent for curation, and the number successfully curated
and independently validated by curators.

• Previous work showed cases sent for curation without NLP
processing first only 9.4% qualified for the same clinical cohorts
(41,186 cases sent for curation with 3,878 curated and
qualifying for a clinical cohort).
• NLP-derived data improved the overall cohort prediction to
84.2% of selected cases.

Conclusions
• Accurate data completeness is central for quality care
improvement and research on de-identified patient data.
• NLP models successfully identified candidate cases in cohorts
of interest that would not be available through structured,
native EHR data alone.
• NLP models had high precision and recall values based on
previously curated training data.
• NLP-derived variables were confirmed through the process of
curation with a high total success rate (84.2%), where
additional data elements were selected for manual curation
review.
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